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Pastoring Generation Z 
Born 1995-2012, and commonly called ‘Generation Z’, there are some surprisingly stark differences 

between Gen Z and the previous generation, commonly called ‘Millennials’. This is a summary of 

some of the most recent research, I’ve attempted to focus on the trends that particularly affect 

Generation Z, they are affected by the rest of modern culture in similar ways to everyone else. 

Generation Z grew up in a post 9/11 world marked by the recession and are the first ‘digital natives’: 

technology is invisible to them. Gen Z was born after internet access became widely available, and 

the oldest turned 10 as the iPhone was released. For them internet access is a right not a privilege, 

and their digital footprints are likely to have been first created by their parents instead of 

themselves.  

Millennials were the participation trophy generation; Gen Z are more focused on achievement than 

public recognition. This is partly because as a generation they are especially shy, but also because 

they tend to be motivated by competition against themselves instead of others. This tends to be 

displayed in gamified ways, particularly a strong desire for instant feedback and individualised 

progression. Success is about achieving milestones: levelling up rather than winning the race. This is 

precisely what social media platforms are designed to produce and reinforced by universal gaming; 

and what neoliberal governments have wanted to instil in citizens.  

Generation Z have a bedrock sense of equality and a rejection of traditional social rules. They are 

keen to do everything their own way, focused on their life story. They are much less likely to be 

narcissists, to be entitled or have very high expectations than Millennials. They feel responsible for 

themselves because no one else is. Gen Z are much more likely than Millennials to want to work 

independently. There’s a deep irony that Millennials were broadly self-centred but liked 

collaboration, while network-focused outward-looking Generation Z prefers to work alone. 

Constant Connection 

They are always online, keeping their phones on all the time and in arms reach while they sleep—as 

a result they sleep less than any previous generation we have data for, and sleep deprivation rose 

22% between 2012 and 2015 among teenagers. On average Gen Z check their phones 86 times a day 

and are on the internet for 9 hours or more. The majority are on multiple devices at once (on 

average, 5 at once), constantly multitasking—and much better at it than any previous generation. 

Studies show this decreases the parsing and filtering of irrelevant or incorrect information: it is 

harder for Gen Z to analyse, and to trust. 

Half of them feel addicted to their phones, 75% feeling a need to respond to messages immediately; 

disconnection—including while sleeping—causes anxiety. Fear of missing out is a genuine mental 

health epidemic. The constant social feedback has the effect on the brain of a drug high that is then 

constantly sought, this is deliberately designed into the platforms. Anxiety is produced instantly as 

the never-ending news-cycle leads to hyper-awareness of problems and vicarious trauma. We have a 

digital nervous system which transmits ambient anxiety. We all now experience this but did not have 

to grow up through it. Janis Whitlock described the smartphones effect as ‘a cauldron of stimulus 

they can’t get away from’. 

Gen Z are more likely to communicate digitally than in person (74%), making communication most 

frequent, asynchronous and in discrete chunks of ‘micro-conversations’. They send an average of 

109.5 texts a day, double that for Millennials. On average they would use messaging apps more than 

3 hours a day. There is always a record of conflict that can be reviewed, which compounds anxiety. 
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This has changed social etiquette, with much higher numbers of Gen Z than any previous generation 

feeling it’s ok to use their phone during church, while eating with family members, on a date, or 

even at their own wedding. The ephemeral nature of digital invitations and responses make it more 

likely they will say that they will come to an event and not do so than previous generations, this is 

also much more socially acceptable. 

As a result of constant connection, Gen Z demonstrate very low emotional intelligence which results 

in over-the-top reactions to incidents and is a contributing factor to ‘outrage culture’. Students are 

40% less empathetic than students in the 1980s. It has been demonstrated that children’s emotional 

intelligence improves after not being allowed screen time for 5 days in a row.  

Generation Z are much less likely to feel socially self-confident, they are not learning key social skills 

due to a lack of practice. There’s evidence of a lack of ability to actively listen, to ask questions, to 

interject respectfully, to problem solve collaboratively and to resolve conflicts. 

Anxiety 

Generation Z worries. They are paralysed by a fear of failure, of worrying about money, and deeply 

concerned by wider societal issues. They are worried about the perfectionism issues caused by our 

age: making mistakes, rejection, missed opportunities, regret and being average. They would prefer 

a reputation for being quiet or not engaging than stand out and risk having something go wrong. 

There is a fear of vulnerability. 

In the five years between 2010-2015, there was a sharp increase in loneliness: 48% feel lonely, 60% 

feel shy, isolated and unknown by those around them, and these statistics are worse for young 

women than men. Gen Z have the lowest generational levels of feeling understood by others, and of 

having people to turn and talk to. Compared to Millennials at the same age they are more likely to 

be unhappy. They regularly report being stressed or overwhelmed, but typical sources of stress relief 

(e.g. exercise or substance misuse) are on the decline: there is no outlet. Two thirds of University 

students have felt depressed in the last year, 1 in 6 being diagnosed with clinical depression. 

Depression in young women has doubled since 2012. 40% are worried about their own mental 

health. Suicides and suicidal behaviour are rising, double what they were 15 years ago, and the 

probability increases at more than 3 hours of screen time a day among teens. 

Social media use has been directly linked to unhappiness, the effect kicking in after 2 hours use a 

day. Taking a break from Facebook has been demonstrated to make adults significantly happier, less 

lonely, less depressed, and less worried. 

Social Media 

The oldest in Generation Z were 11 as Facebook widened beyond University students. They are on 

most social media platforms—spending 3+ hours a day on social media—but tend to use each 

platform for a specific purpose. Twitter and Facebook are not ‘their’ platforms; Snapchat, Instagram 

and YouTube are. Snapchat is the favourite platform for connection, Instagram is used to share 

carefully curated versions of themselves to a carefully curated groups of people. YouTube is their 

primary source of information with half saying they couldn’t live without it. Facebook is only used 

passively for keeping in touch with older family (and only 51% use it at all), as it isn’t private enough 

or ‘adult-free’ like it was for Millennials. Twitter is only used for brands and news. 

Online identities are often separate from ‘in real life’ identities, the majority of Gen Z are 

comfortable negotiating multiple different identities online, which are carefully curated. The 

pressure to maintain an image that exaggerates happiness and success causes anxiety. The images 
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that they curate for each other are then publicly judged, there is a generational expectation that 

while they are more private than Millennials online, any success will be widely shared with proof. 

There is a high value placed on the perception of having an interesting and photo-worthy life, and if 

you don’t social media makes who is in the ‘out group’ clearer than in previous generations. 

Reading for pleasure has sharply declined over the last two generations, digital devices have not 

been shown to increase reading. This has demonstrable impacts on communication and reasoning 

skills. There is also evidence that Gen Z are more likely to focus on themselves and their response to 

a text than what the writer was trying to convey, subconsciously adopting a ‘reader-response’ 

hermeneutic. 

Values 

Gen Z perceive the ‘good life’ as financial stability, having been marked by the recession in their 

early life. Getting a good job out of University is their paramount concern, particularly having 

watched Millennials struggle to find sustainable work. They are more self-reliant and tenacious than 

Millennials about job-hunting, and more likely to look for stability rather than a role they are 

passionate about. 

Generation Z are deeply concerned about wider societal issues—especially justice—but, for example 

perceive that violence is on the rise and that western cultures are becoming less ‘safe’. The exact 

opposite is true. This accompanied with a need be very careful about what you say as the ‘call-out 

culture’ makes it important to be perceived to be on the right side of an issue.  

Generation Z are the first post-Christian generation throughout the West. While not the first in the 

UK, they are probably the first generation raised without even a memory of the gospel. They are 

particularly bothered by a perception of rigidity, intolerance or self-righteousness. When asked 

about religious friends, Gen Z are likely to see their faith as a good thing when its individualistic and 

‘helps someone be a better person’, but a very bad thing if it affects their social or moral code at all. 

Even those of Gen Z with very conservative beliefs feel that they must make them compatible with 

an openness to the varied views of others. The vast majority of Generation Z agree that the right 

beliefs are the ones that don’t hurt anyone. 

61% of Gen Z in the UK thought they had a friend who was a Christian, but only 18% would be 

interested in finding out about God. They perceived that their friends’ faith didn’t change them. 47% 

would be uncomfortable if a Christian offered to pray for them, 49% feeling uncomfortable being 

invited to a church service. These stats get higher if they’re filtered to just white British respondents.  

Marriage has become a capstone rather than a foundation, where Gen Z expect to wait to marry 

until they are out of their 20s—if at all—due to a desire for financial stability. They are much less 

likely to have sex, and less likely to have multiple partners. However, they are significantly more 

likely than any previous generation to regularly view pornography. This is thought to have 

desensitised them into not wanting sex or intimacy, with Gen Z reporting a lack of interest in the 

emotional risk involved in relationships. They are unlikely to see Mothers and Fathers as being 

substantively different, very likely to believe in ‘gender’ instead of biological sex, and to see gender 

as performative instead of given. 

“Adulting” 

Generation Z grow up more slowly than previous generations. The milestones that mark the 

transition from childhood to adulthood are all happening later and happening less. They have spent 

much less time unsupervised by adults, and much more time on their own interacting with a screen. 
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When students start University, they are noticeably younger than they were: more like the 15-year 

olds of the Millennial generation. This is a common trend in cultures where there are less children, 

meaning each child is ‘cultivated’ for longer and more intensely—the falling birth rate causes 

‘younger’ adults. We can see the effects in, e.g. the way ‘adult’ has been turned into a verb meaning 

taking on responsibility and used negatively. Gen Z is anxious about growing up. 

This then drives a culture of ‘safteyism’, where University administrators react to these less 

prepared students by acting to make them safe, with safe spaces and trigger warnings. This includes 

the expanded idea that ‘safety’ includes any emotional or cognitive threat, and that ‘violence’ can 

include things other than physical pain. This started only when Generation Z first arrived at 

University, they appear to be more fragile and prone to seeing themselves as victims. 

There has also been a noticeable rise in emotional reasoning: when we assume our feelings give us a 

window into reality. Students are taught at University to reason through their emotions, and to 

interpret actions in the least charitable way possible. They are more likely than any previous 

generation to support free speech restrictions. 

Leadership / Slacktivism 

Generation Z are much less likely to be involved in Civic institutions, primarily due to their 

individualism; much less likely to give their money to charitable cause, due to their worries about 

money; and much less likely to lead. As a generation they want to lead but are frightened of the risk. 

The vast majority of Gen Z say that stress prevents them from taking on leadership responsibilities, 

particularly their fear of failure and a lack of confidence in their ability. 

Generation Z feels a pressing need to change the world (unlike Millennials who were convinced that 

they would). The activism that they engage with is much more likely to be online and about raising 

awareness instead of focusing on actions they can do themselves. There’s also a focus on 

individualistic rather than institutional change for structural issues believing that if they can change 

people’s hearts then legal and systemic change will follow.  

Issues to consider 

The Gospel: How can we connect the gospel to the narratives of Gen Z? How does the gospel solve 

our fears about safety, our desire for justice, our anxiety, our identity and personhood, our need for 

connection, our mental health issues etc? 

Committing to the City: Gen Z has strong desires for a good job, connected to their worries about 

money. This leads to students leaving church as they move away from the city after graduation. How 

can we break down perceptions about the ‘good life’ to teach the importance of church as our true 

family? 

Personhood: The big theological question of our age is anthropology. On the ground, how can we 

help Gen Z see the flaws in societal and generational constructions of what it means to be human? 

How can we best teach the Christian sexual ethic; the Christian approach to the sexes and ‘gender’; 

reactions to technology and the ubiquity of smart objects; the curation and creation of identity? 

Community: Gen Z desires community but do not always have the tools to pursue it. How can we 

create communities that Gen Z can access while fostering genuine relationships? 

Raising Leaders: Gen Z would like the be leaders, but they are afraid and so choose to say no to 

opportunities. How do we raise and develop leaders with a generation who need to be coaxed 

forward?  
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Reading the Bible: Comprehension skills for reading texts are declining. While not new, how can we 

encourage and foster Bible reading when basic skills can’t be assumed? How can we grapple with 

the way that the medium affects the message and smartphone Bible are not the same as paper 

ones? 

Anxiety: We can never be mental health experts, but pastoral care is increasingly dealing with mood 

disorders or near-disorders. How can we help, comfort and encourage those struggling with their 

mental health?  

Justice: Gen Z want to be seen to be involved in justice, how can we engage them and the church in 

godly justice issues to help love Birmingham, and teach them what God’s justice looks like? 

Technology: Our phones change us. How can we encourage reflection on the formative effects of 

smartphones and social media? How can we teach 'digital discipleship' encouraging good choices 

about the use of these technologies? 

Communication: How can we ensure our social media presence is where Gen Z are, in tune with 

how they use the various platforms, and achieves the aim we have for it? They are typically bad at 

longform text mediums include email, employers now teach Gen Z how to use it as part of 

inductions, do we need to do the same? If not, how can we best consistently communicate with 

them?  
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